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Abstract. The ambient calculus is a calculus of computa- 
tion that allows active processes to move between sites. We 
present an analysis inspired by state-of-the-art pointer anal- 
yses that safely and accurately predicts which processes may 
turn up at what sites during the execution of a compos- 
ite system. The analysis models sets of processes by sets 
of regular tree grammars enhanced with context-dependent 
counts, and it obtains its precision by combining a pow- 
erful redex materialisation with a strong redex reduction 
(in the manner of the strong updates performed in pointer 
analyses). The underlying ideas are flexible and scale up 
to general tree structures admitting powerful restructuring 
operations. 

1 Introduction 

Aims. The ambient calculus [3, 41 is a process algebra 
based on the 7r-calculus. Rather than focussing on commu- 
nication of values or channels, it focuses on the movement of 
active processes (in the form of mobile ambients) between 
sites modelling various administrative domains (also in the 
form of ambients); it thereby extends the notion of mobility 
found in Java where only passive code may move between 
sites. We refer to Section 2 for a review of the ambient 
calculus. 

Since processes may evolve when moving around it becomes 
tricky to accurately predict which processes may turn up at 
what sites. As an example consider the system 

client1 I client2 I server 

consisting of two client ambients in parallel with a server 
ambient that is able to deal with any number of requests. 
Safety of the system might involve determining: 

1. Is it possible that both clients will use the server? 

2. Can we guarantee that each of the clients’will use at 
most one instance of the server at any one time? 
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Achievements. This paper develops techniques that allow 
us to deal accurately with both questions. 

The analysis involves a novel abstraction of the internal 
structure of processes using shape grammars: regular tree 
grammars extended with context-dependent counts. The 
analysis gains its precision from the combination of a pow- 
erful redex materialisation with a strong redex reduction. 

More generally, the techniques developed are able to deal 
with trees equipped with powerful operations for locally re- 
structuring the trees. 

The basic idea. Processes of the ambient calculus have a 
tree structure that suggests using regular tree grammars in 
the manner of the analysis of LISP-like data structures [9]; 
this presents a simplification compared to the more general 
analyses of pointer structures [6, 15, 161 that are based on 
graph representations. Traditional applications of regular 
tree grammars capture properties of data structures being 
modified by the program [7, 9, 10, 11, 14, 171; our application 
aims at capturing properties of the structure of the self- 
modifying processes. To obtain a more accurate analysis 
we have extended the regular tree grammars with context- 
dependent counts thereby arriving at shape grammars. We 
refer to Section 3 for the details. 

Our analysis contains a may as well as a must component as 
is also the case for many pointer analyses. The may aspect 
is because the analysis will determine a set of shape gram- 
mars that each describe the shapes of one or more possible 
derivatives of the process. The must aspect is because a 
shape grammar only describes the shape of those processes 
where all the productions are needed. This view is in line 
with that of [16, 121; it differs from t;hat of [15] where sets 
of graphs are combined into summary graphs in order to get 
more efficient implementations. 

It is essential for the precision of our analysis that it is able 
to perform strong reduction, i.e. to identify subparts of the 
abstract representation where the reduction of redexes can 
be modelled precisely; this is analogous to the strong update 
performed in pointer analyses. We refer to Section 4 for the 
details. 

The ability to perform strong reduction in turn depends on 
the ability to precisely identify the redex; in the world of 
pointer analyses this amounts to performing node materiali- 
sation, i.e. the extraction of nodes from the summary nodes 
of the abstract pointer structure, and this is a key factor in 
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the precision of pointer analyses [15, 161. However, in our 
setting a somewhat more complex redex materialisation is 
required. We refer to Section 5 for the details. 

Related work on shape analysis. While initially inspired 
by state-of-the-art techniques for determining the shape of 
pointer structures, our analysis differs in two major ways: 
One is the addition of context-dependent counts to precisely 
describe the potential infinite tree structures. The other is 
the set of materialisation and reduction techniques needed 
to allow the local restructuring of the trees. 

Concerning the first difference, the materialisation step of 
pointer analyses normally relies on sharing information as- 
sociated with the individual nodes in the abstract represen- 
tation; in [6] this takes the form of reference counts whereas 
in [15, 161 it takes the form of auxiliary predicates. In our 
shape grammars we have enhanced the productions of the 
regular tree grammars with context-dependent counts in- 
tended to suit the ambient calculus: we can distinguish 
between a single occurrence of a process P, “finitely (or 
boundedly) many” occurrences of P, as in P I . . I P, and 
“infinitely (or unboundedly) many” occurrences, as in ! P. 
It is important to note that our counts do not provide ab- 
solute information as is the case for the pointer analyses: 
we can directly express that a process as ! n[ m[O]] contains 
infinitely many ambients named n each of which contains a 
single ambient named m. 

Concerning the second difference, the ability of pointer anal- 
yses to perform strong updates depends on their ability 
to perform node materialisation 115, 161. However, in our 
setting we not only deal with analogues of the pointer as- 
signment p.sel := q but more generally with analogues of 
p.sell: ..seln:= q, where n is sufficiently dynamic that ex- 
pansion into the simpler format is not feasible. Hence it 
does not suffice to merely materialise nodes from summary 
nodes: 

l We have to materialise a set of symbols and productions 
that together constitute a redex in all the processes 
modelled by the shape grammar. 

l We have to materialise a set of symbols and productions 
that together specify a path from the start symbol of 
the grammar (the root of the process) to the symbol 
identifying the root of the redex. 

Related work on process calculi. In our previous work we 
have shown how techniques based on control flow analysis 
(e.g. (121) can be used to analyse the ambient calculus. The 
simplest analysis [13] is a polynomial time may-analysis that 
predicts which sites may turn up inside what other sites - 
it abstracts the binary relation expressing the inclusion of 
one ambient into another and is comparable in power to 
approaches based on type systems [4]. With an appropriate 
formalisation of the client-server system above, this analysis 
can reasonably accurately answer the first of our questions 
but it will only be able to give uninformative answers to the 
second. 

We present a more precise exponential time analysis in [8]; 
it incorporates aspects of a must-analysis in that we addi- 
tionally record an abstraction of the number of occurrences 
of each of the ambients. However, the counts are context- 
independent so for the client-server example the analysis can 

only be used to deduce that there are several clients that 
may use several instances of the server. In order to answer 
the second question accurately we need context-dependent 
counts and this in turn requires a more precise abstraction 
of the internal structure of the processes - as is provided by 
the more accurate analysis developed here (at the expense 
of a higher time complexity). 

In [l, 21 we present polynomial time analyses of the x- 
calculus upon which the ambient calculus is based; these 
analyses provide information about channels being commu- 
nicated and are comparable to [13] in terms of precision; 
hence they are less accurate than both [8] and the analy- 
sis developed here. Powerful analyses of the communication 
topology of the n-calculus are presented in [18, 191; the aim 
of these analyses, as well as the techniques used, are some- 
what different from ours, but as far as the shape of processes 
is concerned, the descriptions are less accurate than the ones 
developed here. 

Finally, [4] addresses traditional type systems for the am- 
bient calculus (although the issue of principal types is not 
discussed) and [5] presents a type system that guarantees 
simple properties (like an ambient remaining immobile or an 
ambient never being dissolved) ; both of these papers provide 
less accurate descriptions of the shape of processes than the 
present development. 

2 Review of mobile ambients 

Syntax and semantics. We shall study the communication 
free fragment of the ambient calculus [3, 4] and define the 
syntax of processes P E Proc and capabilities m E Cap by: 

P ::= (vn!)P IO 1 P I P’ ( ! P 1 n[ P] 1 m. P 

m ..- ..- in n 1 out 72 1 open n 

The first constructs are well-known from the 7r-calculus: The 
process (vn’“)P introduces a name n E Nam and its scope 
P; the program point is marked with the stable name p E 
SNam; the stable names will play no role in the semantics 
but they will be used in the analysis to refer to all the names 
created at this particular program point; we shall further 
expand on this in Section 3. The process 0 is the inactive 
process; as is usual we shall omit trailing 0’s. We write 
P I P’ for the parallel composition of the two processes P 
and P’ and we write ! P for the replicated process P that 
can evolve into any number of parallel occurrences of P. 

The remaining constructs are particular to the ambient cal- 
culus: The construct n[ P] encapsulates the process P in 
the ambient n. In the basic ambient calculus a process can 
perform three operations: it can move into a sibling ambi- 
ent using the in n capability, it can move out of the par- 
ent ambient using the out n capability or it can dissolve a 
sibling ambient using the open n capability. These opera- 
tions are illustrated pictorially in Figure 1 where we draw 
the processes as trees: the nodes of the trees are labelled 
with names and capabilities and the subtrees represent par- 
allel processes. The figure expresses that when a process 
matches the left. hand side of one of the rules then it can 
be replaced by a process of the form specified by the right 
hand side. The reduction can take place in a subprocess 
embedded inside several ambients; capabilities always have 
to be executed sequentially. 
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Figure 1: Semantics of capabilities. 

Formally, the semantics is specified by a structural congru- 
ence relation P sz Q allowing to rearrange the appearance of 
processes (e.g. corresponding to reorder the descendants of 
a node in a tree) and a reduction relation P 4 Q modelling 
the actual computation (formalising Figure 1); we refer to 
Appendix A for the formal details. 

Example I: To illustrate our development we shall consider 
processes built from P = n[ ! in n 1. We have: 

PIP s n[inn.OI!inn]In[!inn] 

4 n[n[O~!inn] I!inn] 

2 n[PI!inn] 

The first step reflects that ! in n is equivalent to in n I ! in n 
and that in n is a shorthand for in n.0. The second step 
executes the in n capability and moves the leftmost ambient 
into the rightmost ambient. The last step reflects that 0 I P 
is equivalent to P for all processes P. 

This reduction step can also be performed when P I P is 
embedded inside several ambients; in later examples we shall 
study the reduction of the process 

ton,[n[n[n[P I !inn] I !inn] I !inn] I !PJ. cl 

3 Shapes of ambients 

The aim of the analysis is to obtain a finite representation 
of the shapes that a process may have during execution. 
This is a common problem: for strings we use context-free 
grammars and for trees we use tree grammars; since our 
processes (and hence trees) may be infinitely branching we 
shall need shape trees that are in turn described by shape 
grammars. 

Naming environments. Unfortunately, the names n E 
Nam can change dynamically because of a-renaming (see 
Appendix A) and therefore they cannot meaningfully be 
used in the analysis. We therefore introduce stable names 
CL, fi E SNam and a naming environment 

ne : Nam -f,e,, SNam 

for mapping names to stable names; it naturally extends 
to capabilities by taking ne(in n) = in (ne(n)) etc. The 
resulting stable capabilities rig E SCap are defined by: 

* ::= in b ] out p ] open I* 

We write SNam, for a finite set of stable names comprising 
those in the program of interest and similarly for SCap,; 
we shall frequently let 

Z E St, = SNam, U SCap, 

range over their union. 

3.1 Shape trees 

Abstract counts and multisets. We first introduce abstract 
trees where nodes are labelled by stable names or stable 
capabilities and where parallel composition and replication 
give rise to unordered branching. To ensure that the ab- 
stract trees are finitely branching (despite the presence of 
replication) we associate an abstract count with each ab- 
stract subtree; also all abstract trees will have finite depth 
(i.e. no infinite paths). 

Formally we shall use the abstract.counts: 

k E Cnt = (l,*,w} 

The idea is that 1 means exactly one, * means a finite num- 
ber larger than one and w means infinite. The addition @I 
and multiplication 8 operations on Cnt are defined by: 

Fj j-q 

We next use abstract multisets 

X E ams(X) 

over some domain X; we formalise these as finite mappings 
X E X +f;n Cnt; intuitively, X(z) = 0 when z 6 dam(X). 

We occasionally write an abstract multiset as a finite se- 
quence: 

x=kl:xl,... , kj: ~j E (Cnt x X)* 

The associated abstract multiset is given by the mapping 
(X) : X -++ Cnt with domain {XI,. . . , x~j} and 

{X)(x) = @ ki 
Z<=Z 

meaning that the order of the elements in the sequence X 
does not matter and that the counts of pairs with the same 
second element are added up. 

Context-free abstraction. Our first abstraction of pro- 
cesses is context-free and uses abstract trees 

t E ST1 = St, x ams(STr) 
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where each node has an abstract multiset of abstract sub- 
trees. The extraction function 

77l * Proc + ams(ST1) ne 

maps a process to its description and is defined as follows: 

de up ’ p’n = deupn @ deIIp’II 
deu! PD = w @ d&T 

r&$~[P]j = (l:ti[&[P]]) where 5 = ne(n) 

de um. PI = (l:ti[~&#‘]]) where fi = ne(m) 

We write A for the empty abstract multiset (i.e. dam(h) = 
a), fi for the union of abstract multisets 

(kl:tl;.- ,kj:tj) 13 (k;:t;,-,k;A;,) 
= (kl:tl;“,kj:tj,k;:t;,“. ,k&) 

and k 8. . for multiplying all counts of an abstract multiset 
by k: 

k@(kl:tl;-‘,kj:tj) = ((k@k~):t~,...,(k@k~):t~) 

Example 2: The tree obtained by applying r]:, to the process 
Q of Example 1 is (when ne(n) = /A and ne(n*) = p*): 

1: P+ 

1:/L w:p 

y-+---l Alp 
1:p w:inp 

*: p w: in p 

I 
win p 0 

Bottom-up tree automata. It is possible to model the op- 
erations in, out and open directly on the abstract trees in- 
troduced above. However, this involves disassembling trees 
and then reassembling them in another way. In order not 
to lose precision it is therefore desirable that the nodes of 
the trees contain information about the context in which 
they appear. This context information is determined by a 
deterministic bottom-up tree automaton with a finite set Q 
of states and a transition function 6 which it is convenient 
to give the functionality 

6 : St, x ams(Q x St,) + Q 

so that it operates on abstract multisets. Expressed in terms 
of sequences of (Cnt x (Q x St,))* this just means that 6 
gives the same result for all sequences representing the same 
abstract multiset. 

Example 3: We shall consider a bottom-up tree automaton 
that uses the states to capture a “one-level look-ahead” at 
the counts of the subtrees: the idea is that a node labelled 
by q E Q = St, -+ Cnt U (0) will have q(S) subtrees with 
root labelled S. The transition function 6 can be specified 
as follows: the state q = S(G,X) has q(B’) = 0 if (q’,S’) 6 
dam(X) for no state q’ and otherwise: 

Context-sensitive abstraction. The shape trees of interest 
are now parameterised on the tree automaton as in 

t E ST2 = (Q x St,) x ams(STz) 

and so is the associated extraction function 

& : Proc -+ ams(STa) 

which is defined as follows: 

do 4 = &upn b dew 
deu!pn = w ~1&upn 

de[n[P]l! = (l:(q,fi)[de[PBI~ where fi = 72412)) 
and q = ~(fCto~(&UpD)) 

&&n. P] = (1: (q, 6i)[&[P]I]) where fi = ne(m), 

and g = b(f% WrlkUPl)) 

Here top(-. .) is the element of ams(Q x St,) obtained by 
deleting all the subtrees Ti E ams(STz): 

top((kl:(ql,S1)[Tl],...,k~:(qj,Sj)[Tj])) 
= (ICI: (41, BI), . . , kj: (qjr 5,)) 

Note that the state information of the shape trees con- 
structed by Q& is consistent in the sense that it locally fuliils 
the requirements put forward by the transition function 6 of 
the tree automaton. 

Example 4: Using the bottom-up tree automaton of Exam- 
ple 3 we get the following shape tree &JQ]l for the process 
Q of Example 1: 

1:(b,O),P*) 

*:((O 0) in p) 1 2 , , 

I 
w: ((O,O), in P) 

Here we write q = (kl, kz) for the state with q(p) = k~ 
and q(in b) = kp. This tree is simiIar to that of Example 
2 except that the state information has been added. Note 
that some of the nodes that have the same label in Example 
2 now get different labels because they occur in different 
bottom-up contexts. 0 

3.2 Shape grammars 

Consistent shape grammars. To get a finite representation 
of the sets of shape trees we shall use a kind of regular tree 
grammars. The symbols of the grammars have the form 
S = (q, 3) E Q x St, and the productions have the form 

S-+X q(Z’) = @ X(d, 8’) 
(q',l')Edom(X) 

q 
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Figure 2: Reader’s guide to Sections 4 and 5. 

where X E ams(Q x St,) is an abstract multiset. We shall 
say that the production S + X is consistent if S = (q,B) 
implies that q = 6(S,X). 

A shape grammar (P, X,) consists of a finite set of produc- 
tions P and an initial abstract multiset X,; a shape gram- 
mar models a set of shape trees (i.e. a forest) whose roots 
are among the symbols of X,; a formal definition of the lan- 
guage C(IP’, X,) C ams(STs) specified by (PI X,) is given in 
Appendix B. 

We say that (IF’, X,) is consistent if all the productions of P 
are consistent and we define SG to be the set of consistent 
shape grammars with no useless productions. Note that 
SG is finite: there can only be a finite number of different 
consistent productions since each of the sets Cnt, Q and 
St, are finite. 

The extraction function. The function 

qne : Proc + SG 

constructs shape grammars for the processes as follows: 

vne lI(p n”)Pl = 17ne~n-p~ UPI 
7/ne1[0]1 = (0,A) 

hip I P’] = let p,x) = 77neufq, (P,x’) = rlneu~‘~ 
b (PUP,X i3 X’) 

qneu! pn = let p, X) = 77ne pq 

kl (P,w@X) 

77db[Plll = let (P,X> = 71ne[P] 

it% (P u ((4, fi) -+ q, (1: (q, CL))) 
where ii = ne(n) and q = b(ii, X) 

vne urn. pn = let (P, X) = qnep=q 

b (P u {(n, %) --f X)7 (1: (4, fi))) 
where ri? = ne(m) and q = b(rh, X) 

Note that some of the clauses construct the union of two 
sets of productions; although the sets may very well con- 
tain productions using the same symbols no renaming takes 
place. It follows from the construction that all productions 
are consistent and that there are no useless productions; 
hence qrLe[Pl E SG for all processes P. 

Example 5: For the process Q of Example 1, 7/;1= gives the 
shape grammar (l?, X,) with 

P: ((WI 01, CL*) + (1:((llw),~)lw:((o,w),c1)) (1) 

((Lw),cL) --+ (l:((+,w),Cl),w:((O,O),in LJ)) (2) 
((f, 4 > P) -+ (*:((o,w),ll),w:((o,o),in cL)) (3) 

((OlW),P) + (w: ((0, O>, in b(L)) (4) 
((O,O),in v) + A (5) 

x* : W((W,O),P*)) 

Although a process like P = n[ ! in n] occurs several times in 
Q it only gives rise to two productions (the ones numbered 
(4) and (5)). The language C(P, X,) contains the shape tree 
of Example 4; actually, this is an instance of a general result: 
q&l[P] E C(v,,[Pl) for all processes P. 0 

We state without proof that the extraction function is obliv- 
ious to the rearrangements performed by the structural con- 
gruence: If P E Q then qne [Pl = T,,~ [Ql. 

4 Analysis: revealed redexes 

The analysis operates on sets of shape grammars, i.e. on 
subsets of SG. Given a process P and a naming environment 
ne we shall construct the least set e[P] of shape grammars 
that describe P, i.e. 

and that is closed under reduction, i.e. 

if v,,I[P’] E e[Pn and P’ -+ Q’ then rlneUQ’l E fW1 

The analysis function 6 will be defined as a combination 
of a materialisation function 9Jl and a reduction function 
9%. In this section we restrict our attention to the simple 
case where the root of the potential redex already has been 
specified; the more general case is studied in Section 5. This 
is illustrated by Figure 2. 

The idea. Figure 1 illustrates the semantics of capabilities 
and the aim of this section is to obtain an abstract version of 
the semantics that operates on shape grammars. We shall 
first explain the intuitive idea in terms of the shape trees 
of STs. This amounts to explaining Figure 3 (which is an 
annotated version of Figure 1). 

The analysis mimics the semantics in only reducing one re- 
dex at a time so the materialisation step (Section 4.1) will 
transform a shape tree to have count 1 on the nodes that are 
to be part of the redex; these nodes will be marked so that 
we can easily identify the redex. The transformation and 
marking is done in such a way that the resulting shape tree 
contains a pattern that can be matched with the left hand 
side of one of the rules of Figure 3; Table 1 in Section 4.1 
will formalise this step in terms of shape grammars. 

The reduction step will then mimic the semantics of Fig- 
ure 1: a shape tree matching the left hand sides of a rule 
in Figure 3 is replaced by a shape tree matching the corre- 
sponding right hand side. As we shall see this does not only 
involve rearranging the structure of the shape tree but it 
also involves recalculating the state information of some of 
the nodes as indicated at the very right of Figure 3; we ex- 
plain the details of this in Section 4.2 where we also present 
Table 2 that formalises the step in terms of shape grammars. 
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l:(ql,fqA 1: (4, CL) 

l:(qa eT 

1: (q2, PjB = 
I 3 1: (q-2 where d a(~, (1: (d, fi)) CI w(Tz)) 

‘I 
1 

T2 Y-4 
d = G(fii,top(Tl) t!~ top(T3)) 

T3 TI T3 

where !I; = a(~> wV1)) 
CL = b(fi,top(Tz) i3 top(T3)) 

I 
T3 

1: (ql, open n)* w12,P)B 

I I -3 
T1 -I-2 Tl T2 

Figure 3: Illustration of materialisation and reduction upon shape trees of ST2. 

It is important to note that this is not the complete analysis: 
in the semantics the reduction may happen in a subprocess 
embedded inside several ambients; this will be captured by 
the development in Section 5. 

Example 6: Let us illustrate the idea in the simple case 
where the starting point is the shape tree 

*: ((0, w) 3 PL) 
I 

w: ((f&O), in P) 

which is a subtree of the shape tree displayed in Example 4 
(corresponding to qz,[P I P]). 

The materialisation step will begin by observing that the 
above tree is a representation of one of the three forests 

or 

1:((O,w),cL) l:((o,w),P) 
I I 

w: ((0, O), in P) w: ((0, O), in P) 

1:((O,W),P) 1: ((0, w) 1 cl) 
I 

w:((%o),in P) 
I 

w: ((%O), in IL) 
L((“~?~p) 

w:((O,O),in P) 

1: (0% w) 9 PI l:((o,~),P) *:((O,w),c1) 
I 

w:((O,O),infiL) 
I I 

w: ((0, 0)) in PL) w: ((O,O), in P) 

Here we focus on the first possibility; the other two cases are 
handled in a similar way. We now exploit that w = 1 @ w 
and obtain the forest: 

The nodes marked with *, n and ’ identify the in ~1 redex; 
note that the trees match the left hand side of the first rule 
of Figure 3. 

The reduction step will rewrite the shape tree as specified 
by the right hand side of the rule of Figure 3 and gives the 
shape tree: 

w: ((0, O), ia ~1 

The label of the root has been changed from ({O, w), p) to 
((1, w), CL) to reflect the changes in the subtrees. 

In terms of the semantics we have illustrated the reduction 
step P I P + n[ P I ! in n ] of Example 1. 0 

Marked productions. The analysis will work with shape 
grammars rather than shape trees. To express the result of 
materialising a redex in a shape grammar we shall introduce 
marked symbols and marked productions. A marked sym- 
bol SQ is a symbol S E Q x St, supplied with one of the 
marks *, B and ’ so that S” E (S*, S , SC}; a symbol that is 
not marked is called plain. A marked abstract multiset can 
contain marked as well as plain symbols; an abstract mul- 
tiset with no marked symbols is a plain abstract multiset. 
A marked production has the form S“ --+ Y where S” is a 
marked symbol and Y is a marked abstract multiset; a pro- 
duction with no marked symbols at all is a plain production. 

We shall only be interested in marked productions that are 
obtained by adding marks to existing plain productions. 
The operation 1.J removes the marks of its argument so 
given a marked production S” + Y we can always obtain 
the original production as LS” + Yj. 

4.1 Redex materialisation 

Let P be a set of plain productions and let Xe be a plain 
abstract multiset; we shall now specify how to materialise a 
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matin (P, X0) = 

1 

of, Yo) 

--f 

Yo = (1:(q1,7qA, 
i 

(4174 (1: (43, in P)‘) l%i Xi 
Y= (42iZ ---f x2. I 

uq2,P)B) d x (q3, in CL)’ --+ X3 I 

x0 = O:(c?1,3, (Qll$ --f (l:(q3, in P)) fi XI E P 
1:(42,/1)) B x (q2,FL) -+ x2 E P 

(q3, in PU) --+ X3 E P 

i 
Yo = (l:(qw>+y L!l x 

V= 1 
;;p $ -+ (1:(q2,qB) PI Xl 

--t (l:(q3, out cLjC) t9 x2 

mabt(P, X0) = (Y, Yo) 

(43, out’ ,L# 3 x3 1 

x, E /I. In, ,,l\ lti x (41,P) + (1:(42,fq) fi Xl E P 

((727% + (l:(q3,out P)) ttl x2 E B 

t (q3, out P) ---) X3 E P 1 

A 
(1: Cm, open P> , y = 

matopen (P, X0) 1 
Yo = 

(Jf>YO) xo 

l:(qz,@) PI x { 

(91, open ~1’ -+ XI 

(P2,dB --) x2 1 
= 

= (1: (41, open P), 

l:(qz,p)) I3 x 
(ql,open P) + XI E P 

(Pz,P) -+ x2 E p 1 

Table 1: b&x materiahsation: mat@‘, XO) = matin@, X0) u matOut(P, x,) u matopen (p, x0>. 

redex in lP in the context X0. This amounts to a formalisa- 
tion of how to introduce the marks identifying the redexes 
as illustrated in Figure 3. 

An in ~1 redex. We say that P hes an in p redex in the 
context Xo if 

x0 = (l:(q1,ii),l:(qz,/J)) i?i X 

and if we can identify productions in P that can be written 
as 

(41,fi) -+ (l:(qa, in CL)) t9 XI 

(q2,I.L) --) x2 

(q3, in ,u) ---) X3 

for some X,Xi E ams(Q x St*), qi E Q and +i E SNam. 
Note that (q1 , fi) and (qs, p) may be equal and hence the 
same production may appear more than once above. 

We shall now materialise the redex by introducing the 
marked symbols (qi, fi)A, (q2,p)B and (q3, in ,u)’ together 
with the materialised context 

Yo = (1:(q1,fi)A,1:(q2,p)B) tfi x 

and the following set U of marked productions: 

(411 fii) 
A 

--f (l:(qs, in p)‘) t!l XI 

kwu)B -+ x2 

(q3,in p)’ + X3 

We shall write (?I’, Yc) E mah(P, Xo) when y and Yc are 
obtained as described above. Note that the marks ensure 
that the symbols (41, T%)~ and (qs, y)B can be kept apart 
even when the unmarked symbols turn out to be equal. 

Example 7: Consider the productions 

((O,W),PL) --+ (w: ((0, O), in ~1) (4) 

((O,O),in PL) -+ A (5) 

from Example 5 and the context (actually the right hand 
side of production (3) in Example 5): 

X0 = (*:((O,w),p),w: ((O,O), in CL)) 

There are three different in ,u redexes in the above produc- 
tions corresponding to three different ways of writing Xc: 

Xl = (1:((o>w),PL), 1:((0,4,l.L)) 

13 (w: ((0, O), in PL)) 
X:: = (1:((o,w),~),l:~(o,w),~~,~:~~~,~~,~~~ 

t5 (w: ((0, O), in PL)) 
Xb’ = (1:((o,w),~>,l:((o,w),cL),*:(~~,~~~~~) 

PI b ((0, O), in cl)) 

(This reflects that the * occurring in X0 can be obtained as 
*=l~l,as*=l@l@landas*=l~l@*.) 

In each of the three cases we can identify (the same) pro- 
ductions that can be materialised: 

((O,w), cl> + (l:((O,O),in PL),w:((O,O),in P)) 

(P,W)>PL) ---$ (w: ((O,O>, in cL)) 

((O,O),in~) + A 

The first production comes from (4) using that w = l@w and 
the last two productions equal (4) and (5). In the case where 
Xc is written as XL the materialisation gives the abstract 
multiset 

Yh = (l:((O,w),~)A,l:({O,w),~)B,w:((O,O),in~)) 
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(q&P) ---) (1: (s’l,C)) m x2 

z = 
where d = S(p, (1: (4: , fit)) ti X2) 

zo = (l:(q;,p)) i3 x (d,E) -+ Xl r!I x3 

where q: = 6(fi,Xl ti X3) 

Yo = (1: (cl13 4*, -A 

l:(92,LL)B) @ x 

(a,n) + (1:(43, in p)') Cl X1 
u = (q2rP)B ---) x2 

(q3,in P)' ---t X3 1 

red(U,Yo) = (Z, ZO) 
when 

(d>P) -+ Xl \ 

(1: (4, PL), 
z = where q; = t5(p, XI) 

= zo (44,fi) --+ x2 b x3 

l:(qk,ii)) I9 X where q; = b(ii,Xz & X3) 

= (l:(ql,p)*) t9 x Y = 
-+ (1:(q2,fgB) b Xl 

Yo + (1:(43,out &) t3 x2 

/ 

red(Y,YO) = (z, ZO) 
when 

‘O = xl * x2 * x z = 0 

Yo = 
A 

(1: (41, open CL) , 
1:((12,L4B) b x 

pr’ = 

Table 2: Redex reduction: red@‘, Yo) = (Z, Zo) 

and the set yJ’ of marked productions is: 

((O,W)> PIA -+ (l:((O,O),in ~)C,w:((0,0),in~))(6) 

((0, 4, AB -+ (w:((O,O),in cL)) (7) 

((0, O), in P)’ -+ A (8) 

This part of the grammar closely corresponds to the materi- 
alised shape trees of Example 6 and corresponds to marking 
the redex P I P of Q. 0 

The other redexes. In addition to the in ~1 redexes, P may 
also have out p and open p redexes in the context X0. They 
are identified and materialised es shown by the definition 
of the function mat(P,Xo) in Table 1; due to lack of space 
we omit a detailed explanation and simply observe that the 
marks introduced in the productions ensure that they model 
the shape trees corresponding to the left hand sides of the 
transitions of Figure 3. 

For later reference we note that tnat(P,Xe) produces a 
(possible empty) set of materialisations and that whenever 
(R’,Yo) E mat(P,Xo) then l”il’J E P and [Yej = X0. 

4.2 Redex reduction 

Given (II’, Yo) E mat@“, X0) we shall now specify the effect 
of reducing the redex. 

The in p redex. We shall first assume that we have an 
in p redex so that YO and U have the form: 

Yo = (1:(ql,~)A,l:(q2,p)B) d x 

(SIT fii) 
A 

-+ (1:(q3,in p)') h X1 

k72&)B + x2 
(q3, in P)' -+ X3 

Mimicking the semantics as illustrated by the first line of 
Figure 3 (and Figure 1) we construct 

zo = (l:(Q;,P)) a x 

(4 > P) + (l:(q;,q) B x2 

(qi,ii) 4 Xl b x3 

where the (updated) state information of the symbols is ob- 
tained from the transition function 6 of the tree automaton: 

4; = Qb (l:(d,~i)) @ X2) 

4 = 6(fi,Xl Pi X3) 

We shall write red(V,Yo) = (;Z,Zo) when Zo and Z are ob- 
tained as described above. 

Example 8: The result (Z’, Zb) of reducing the redex mate- 
rialised by @‘I”, VA) in Example 7 has 

G = (l:((l,w),~L),w:((O,O),in PI) 

and the set Z’ of productions is: 

((LW)rll) + (1:((0,w),~),~:((O,O),in~~)) 

((O>W),P) -+ (w: ((0, O), in h>) 

This corresponds to reducing P I P to n[ P 1 ! in n] - as ex- 
plained in Example 1 and illustrated for shape trees in Ex- 
ample 6. 0 

The other redexes. In Table 2 we give the rules for reduc- 
ing the in p redex its well as the out p and open p redexes; 
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where 

= fi(fil, (1: (r&r%)) ti top(T1)) 

= S(fi2, (1: (&Es)) B top(T2)) 

= ~(fim, top(Tn)) 

materialisation and reduction of a redex in 
T, gives Tk as illustrated in Figure 3 

Figure 4: Illustration of materialisation and reduction of paths upon shape trees of ST2. 

again we omit the detailed explanation due to lack of space 
and simply note that the reduction introduced models the 
reductions of Figures 1 and 3. 

For later reference we note that red(Y,Yo) produces a (sin- 
gle) pair (Z, Ze). Furthermore Z only contains plain and 
consistent productions and Ze is a plain abstract multiset. 
It is worth noticing that the two symbols (qi, ii) and (q&, II) 
may be different even when (41, fi) and (qz, ,u) are equal, and 
also that (qi , ti) and (41, p) may be equal even though (ql , 5) 
and (qz,p) are distinct. Also, P may already contain pro- 
ductions with the newly constructed left hand sides (q;, 5) 
ami C&p). 

5 Analysis: concealed redexes 

The materialisation and reduction of a redex presented 
above assume that we already have found the context XO 
of the redex. We shall now develop a technique for find- 
ing candidates for Xc. As in the previous section we shall 
first present the idea for shape trees before we turn to their 
formulation on shape grammars. 

The idea. The semantics of the ambient calculus allows 
the reductions to be performed by subprocesses embedded 
inside ambients; expressed in terms of shape trees it means 
that the abstract reductions may happen in subtrees that 
can be reached from the root by only passing through nodes 
representing ambients, i.e. nodes labelled with stable names 
- by disallowing stable capabilities on the path we model 
that the capabilities are executed sequentially. 

As in Section 4 we shall reduce one redex at a time. The 
materialisation of a path to the redex amounts to trans- 
forming the shape tree such that all the nodes on the path 
have count 1; furthermore these nodes will be marked as 
illustrated on the left hand side of Figure 4. At the end of 
the path we find a possible redex (T, on Figure 4) and it 
will be materialised as described in Section 4. The function 
331 to be defined in Section 5.1 will forma&e the combined 
path and redex materialisation. 

The reduction step will then reduce the materialised redex 
(to T&) as explained in Section 4.2. As a consequence the 
state information at the root of T& might have changed and 
this in turn might require the state information on the com- 
plete path back to the root to be recalculated as illustrated 

on Figure 4. The combined reduction of the redex and the 
path is formalised by the function R defined in Section 5.2. 

Example 9: Let us illustrate the idea for the shape tree 
displayed in Example 4. 

The materialisation step will identify a path from the root 
of the shape tree to a redex. In this particular case there 
is no need to make any transformations on the path since 
all counts are 1 so the path is simply marked with ‘. The 
redex materialisation at the end of the path happens ex- 
actly as in Example 6; in particular, this means that there 
are three possibilities depending on how * is decomposed. 
Corresponding to -k = 18 1 we obtain the shape tree: 

fi w:((O,d),in p) 

L((O,O),in p)' w:((O,O),in p) 

The reduction step will proceed as in Example 6 and rewrite 
the subtree marked with A, ’ and ‘. Additionally, it will 
update the state information along the path back to the root 
of the tree, that is for the nodes marked ‘. The resulting 
shape tree is: 

w:((O,d),inj.c) 

In terms of the semantics we have reduced the underlined 
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Pointed productions. We now turn to the formulation of 
these ideas in terms of shape grammars. To express the 
result of materialising a path to a redex we shall introduce 
a new kind of marked symbols; they are written ST (for 
S E Q x St,) and are called pointed symbols in order to 
distinguish them from the marked symbols introduced in 
Section 4. 

A pointed abstract multiset can contain pointed as well as 
plain symbols; however the total number of occurrences of 
pointed symbols must be at most one. Thus we are some- 
what more restrictive than in the previous definition of a 
marked abstract multiset. 

A pointed production has the form S’ -+ Y where Y is a 
pointed abstract multiset, i.e. it either contains exactly one 
pointed symbol which has count 1 or else it contains no 
pointed symbols at all. The idea is that in the former case 
the production will identify a small part of a path in a shape 
tree and in the latter case we will have reached the end of 
the path. 

When R. is a set of productions we shall write IR’ for the 
set of marked productions in IR (as studied in Section 4), 
R’ for the set of pointed productions in R and Ps” for the 
set of plain productions in IK Note that the three sets are 
pairwise disjoint and that IR = lR” U IR’ U IR’. 

5.1 Path materialisation 

Given a consistent shape grammar (p,X,) with plain pro- 
ductions F and plain initial abstract multiset X, we shall 
now construct a set of pointed productions describing one 
way of materialising a path in (p, X,). 

Paths. Let 0 be a set of pointed productions and let us 
define the notion that CD materialises a path from a pointed 
abstract multiset Y to a plain abstract multiset Xo, written 
0 : Y * Xo. We do so by the following inductive definition: 

l 0 = 0 and Xo = Y, or 

l there exists (unique) S’E dam(Y) such that 0 = 0’ u 
{ST-+ Y’} and 0’ : Y’ ~c-t X0. 

Note that all the productions of 0 are used to come from Y 
to Xo and we always extend the path at the (uniquely de- 
termined) pointed symbol of Y; also note that a production 
can be used more than once in the path by taking 0’ = 0 
in the second clause. 

Example 10: Consider the pointed productions 0 

(o-4 O), P*>’ + (1:((l,w),cL)‘,w:((o,w)~~)) 

((Lw)tcL)’ - (1:((*,w),~)‘,w:((O,o),in P)) 

((*,w),FL)’ + (*:((O,w),~>,w:((O,o),in ~1) 

obtained from the productions (l), (2) and (3) of Example 
5. Taking Y, = (1: ((w,O),pL*)‘) (so IV,) = X, where X, is 
as in Example 5) and Xo = (*: ((O,w),p),w: ((O,O),in IL)) 
(as in Example 7) we have 0 : Y, -+ X0. The corresponding 

path in the shape tree of Example 4 consists of the three 
topmost nodes of the leftmost path - as also illustrated in 
Example 9. cl 

For later reference we note that if 0 : Y - X0 and 0 is non- 
empty then it contains exactly one production with a plain 
right hand side and it equals S’ -+ Xo for some S’. All the 
other productions of 0 has a non-plain right hand side so 
t$eya;mxbe written as S’ + (1: S:) r?~ Xr for suitable S’, 

1 1. 

Redex. Having materialised a path from Y, to X0 in P 
the next step is to materialise a redex in P in the context 
specified by Xe. This will give rise to a set mat(P,Xo) of 
pairs of the form (y,Yo) as described in Section 4.1 (and 
where [Yo] = Xo). 

Materialisation. We shall now combine the result of ma- 
terialising a path and a redex by defining the materialisa- 
tion function 9JI. Formally we define (R, Y,, Yo) E 9JI(IF), X,) 
whenever the following conditions hold: 

1. [IRJ =Pand [Y,] =X,, 

2. Iw’ : Y, --+ [Yoj; 

3. @‘,Yo) E mat(P, [Yoj), and 

4. (IR.’ U JR’ U LR’j, Y,) has no useless productions. 

Here (1) ensures that (W,Y,) is obtained from @,X,); (2) 
ensures that the pointed productions of IF! define a path to 
the context of a redex and (3) ensures that the marked pro- 
ductions of R describe the result of materialising the redex. 
Although we have not yet formally obtained a shape gram- 
mar, it will pay off to remove useless productions as done 
in (4): A production like S’ --+ X of P may become useless 
because it is only usable on the path to the redex. The use- 
less productions should be removed already now, because 
even though S’ -+ X is useless, the reduction step may rein- 
troduce the symbol S’, so that the production is no longer 
useless and hence cannot be removed after reduction has 
taken place. The definition of M is summarised on the left 
hand side of Figure 5. 

Example 11: Consider the shape grammar (P, X,) of Exam- 
ple 5. The materialisation function 332 will (among others) 
return the triple (R, Y,,YL) E m(P, X,) where: 

JR : (Q-4 O), r-l*)’ --f (l:((l,w),~)‘~w:((o,w)~~)) (1) 

(P>W), II)’ + (l:((*,w),II)‘,w:((O,O),in~)) (2) 
w4PL)’ -+ (*:((O,~),I-~),W:((O,O),~~~)) (3) 

(&47P)* -+ (1:((0,0),in~)C,w:((0,0),in~))(4) 

@+Jh46 --t (w: ((0, O), in P)) (5) 

((O,O),in CL)’ -+ A (6) 

((O,W)lP> + (w: ((O,O), in 14) (7) 

((O,O),in PL) + A (8) 
Y* : (l:((w,O),p*)‘) 

%: (1:((O,w),~)*,1:((O,~),~~)~,~:((0,0),in~)) 

Note that the productions IR” = {(7), (8)) come from the 
shape grammar (P, X,) (they equal (4) and (5) of Example 
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[QJ =RO UZU LQ’J 
Q’ : 2, - Zo 

P,X*) concealed redex (LQJ, LLJ) EW%Y+,Yo) 

IR’ : Y, 
\ 

---+ x0 
A 

XOi~O 
‘,Y*) * (Q’, Z,) 

revealed redex 

(w’,Y,) E -@,x\ /d@WoI = @,Zo) 

(P,Y*,Yo) E mw,x*) 

LWJ = P, 1Y.J = x*, LYOJ = x0 
no useless productions 

Figure 5: Reader’s guide to the notation. 

5); if we attempt to include any of the other productions of 
p in R then they would indeed be useless. 

It is easy to check that the above shape grammar corre- 
sponds to the marked shape tree illustrated in Example 9. 
Relating back to Example 1 we have now identified the un- 
derlinedredexofQ=n,[n[n[P~P~!inn]~!inn]~!P]. 0 

5.2 Path reduction 

Consider (Iw, Y,, Ye) E Dl(P, X,) and recall that Iw’ materi- 
alises a path to the redex, Iw’ materialises the redex itself, 
R = R” U Iw’ U Iw’ and Yc is the context of the materialised 
redex. We shall now specify the reduction function %; the 
steps are summarised on the right hand side of Figure 5. 

Redex. The redex reduction is performed as explained in 
Section 4.2. So whenever red@‘, Ye) = (Z, Ze) we shall re- 
place the (marked) productions Iw’ with those of Z reflecting 
that the redex reduction is performed. 

Compatible productions. Consider Figure 4 once again. 
Obviously there should be a close correspondence between 
the path in the shape tree to the left and the path in the 
shape tree to the right: only the state information on the 
pointed symbols is allowed to differ. For clarity we shall 
mark the symbols identifying the path in the shape tree to 
the right with A instead of ‘I; the marks will be removed 
when defining % below. 

Let now Xe and Zo be two plain abstract multisets. Two 
productions (q,%)’ + Y and (q’,fi)’ -+ Z are compatible in 
the context (Xo, Zo) if they are both consistent and further- 
more: 

l Y=XeandZ=Zo,or 

l Y = (1: (ql,fil)‘) fi X and Z = (l:(q:,fii)‘) tfi X for 
some X E ams(Q x St,), ql,qi E Q and iii E SNam. 

The first condition takes care of the situation where the 
redex is in context Xo and the reduct is in context Zo - hence 
we are at the end of the path. The second condition takes 
care of the case where the productions specify a small part 
of the path and the right hand sides of the two productions 
are only allowed to differ in the state inform&ion for the 
(uniquely determined) pointed symbol 

The compatibility property is now lifted to sets of pointed 
productions: 0 and 0’ are compatible in the context 

x0 ,zo 
(X0, Ze), written 0 s O’, if for each production of 0 there 
exists a production in 0’ such that the two productions are 
compatible in the context (Xo, Zo) and vice versa. Note that 
this does not mean that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the productions of 0 and 0’: several productions 
in 0’ may be compatible with the same production in 0 and 
vice versa. 

Example 12: Consider the pointed productions 0 of Exam- 
ple 10 (i.e. the productions (l)-(3) of Example 11) and the 
plain abstract muhisets Xe = (*: ({O, w), ,u), w: ((0, 0), in p)) 
andZ& = (l:((l,w),~),w:((O,O),in~)) StudiedinExamples 
7 and 8. The productions 0’ below are compatible with 0 
in the context (X0, Zb): 

+JJ%P*)’ + (1:((l,w),~)‘,w:((o,w),~)) 

(P>W), PI’ ---f (1:((1,w),~)‘,w:((O,O),in~~)) 

((L4,dA + (l:((l,w),~),w:((O,O), in PL)) 

Note that the productions of 0’ can be used to identify arbi- 
trarily long paths because of the recursive use of the symbol 
((1, w), cl)’ in the second production. By applying each of 
the productions just once we get a path corresponding to 
the one specified by 0. 0 

Reduction. We shall now combine the result of reduc- 
ing the redex and the path. We define (IQ], [Z,j) E 
!Y%(Ik,Y,,Yo) whenever Q and Z, satisfy: 

2. Q’ : z, u) zo, 

3. red(R’,Yo) = (Z, Zo), and 

4. LQ] =w uzu 1Q’J. 

The conditions (1) and (2) ensure that the pointed produc- 
tions of Q are compatible with those of Iw with respect to 
([Ye], Zo) and that they do in fact define a path to the 
reduct as obtained from (3). The condition (4) ensures that 
LQ1 contains the productions obtained from the path, the 
reduct as well as the plain productions of Iw. There is no need 
to remove useless productions since (W” UR’ U [W’j , Y,) has 
no useless productions and from Q’ : Z, u) Zo it follows 
that ([Q] , LZ,]) cannot have any useless productions. The 
definition is summarised on the right hand side of Figure 5. 

Example 13: Let (Iw,Y,,Y&) be as in Examples 11 and 12; 
then ([QJ, ]Z,J) E %(Iw, Y,, Yb) for (Q, Z,) defined by: 

Q: ((wto)!P*)A --+ (l:((l,w)l~)A,w:((o,w),LL)) 

((L47 cl)’ ----) (l:((l,w)l~>Alw:((O,O),in 4) 

I (l:((l,w),~L>,w:((O,o),in 1-4) 
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((O,W)>P) --+ (w: ((f&O), in 4) 
((0, O), in PU) + A 

z* : (l:((w,O),1.1*).) 

In contrast to the shape grammar of Example 5 this shape 
grammar describes several shape trees; in particular its lan- 
guage contains the shape tree illustrated at the end of Ex- 
ample 9. 

Returning to Example 1 we have now performed the reduc- 
tionQ--+n,[n[n[n[PI!inn]~!inn]~!inn]~!P]. cl 

6 The analysis 

The development of Sections 4 and 5 is summarised in Figure 
5 and amounts to defining an analysis function 

6 : SG ---f P(SG) 

by: 

cqlF,X*) = U rn(K y* , Yo) 
(KY*,Yo)E=w,X*) 

Next define 

by 

8,65* : P(SG) --f T’(SG) 

@SG) = u eP,x*) 
(P,X,)ESG 

and 
6’*(SG) = u g’(SG) 

k$O 

Theorem 1 The analysis is correct: If P +* Q then 

~neUQ]l E ~*(h#‘DH f or all naming environments ne. 

The proof is by induction on the reduction of the semantics; 
due to lack of space we omit the details. 

7 Conclusion 

We have presented a decidable shape analysis for the com- 
munication free fragment of the ambient calculus and we 
have established its correctness. While the basic techniques 
have been formulated for the ambient calculus they are suf- 
ficiently general that they will be able to deal with trees 
equipped with powerful operations for local restructuring. 

We plan to study techniques for reducing the high computa- 
tional complexity of the present formulation of the analysis. 
We also plan to deal with the communications present in 
the full ambient calculus and to study applications to se- 
curity problems that can benefit from combinations of may 
and must modalities; this includes a reformulation and re- 
finement of the analyses of [l, 2, 51 and in particular the 
firewall example of [13] where it is possible to identify a 
“hardest attacker”. We hope to develop a more powerful 
analysis by (i) combining it with a top-down tree automa- 
ton allowing us to distinguish more precisely between ex- 
posed and non-exposed redexes and (ii) by more precisely 
handling the restriction operators (e.g. using techniques of 
[18, 191). 
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A Formal semantics 

The semantics [3] of the ambient calculus is given by the 
structural congruence relation P E Q and the reduction 
relation P --+ Q of Table 3. In the structural congruence 
we write P{nl +- 722) for the process that is as P but 
with all free occurrences of n1 replaced by n2 (performing 
the necessary a-renaming of bound variables) and we write 
fn(P) for the free names in P; note that the last clause al- 
lows a-renaming of names but that the corresponding stable 
name p remains unchanged. In the reduction relation it is 
the rule P -+ Q + n[ P] --f n[ Q] that allows the inter- 
nals of an ambient to execute; note that there is no rule 
P + Q + m. P + m. Q so that capabilities are executed 
sequentially. 

B Formal languages 

Let P be a set of productions of a shape grammar and con- 
sider an abstract multiset X E ams(Q x St,). The abstract 
multiset T E ams(ST2) is generated by X using the produc- 
tions of P if 

. X = top(T) (where top(T) is as in Section 3) and 

. if &[Ti] E dam(T) there exists a production Si -+ Xi in 
P such that Ti is generated by Xi. 

The language C(P,X,) generated by the shape grammar 
(F’,X,) is the subset of ams(ST2) that is generated by X, 
using the productions of I?‘. The definition naturally extends 
to the case where symbols are marked in the shape gram- 
mar and where the nodes of the shape trees are allowed to be 
marked as well. A production S --f X in the shape grammar 
(P,X,) is useless if C(p,X,) = C(P \ {S --+ X),X,). 
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